
   

Maths 

This half term we will be covering the following 
topics: fractions, decimals and percentages. We 
will be adding, subtracting, multiplying and 
dividing fractions including improper and mixed 
number fractions. Converting between fractions, 
decimals and percentages and finding fractions 
and percentages of amounts. 

Some children will be taking part in extra maths 
sessions to support and enhance their skills in 
certain areas of maths and to extend their 
learning. 

We also have weekly times table activities, please 
can I ask that you support at home by 
encouraging your child to practice using the TT 
Rockstars website. 
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Spellings and Reading 

There will be a new spelling list coming 
home each week, tests take place on a 
Monday. Children will need to practise their 
spellings in their spelling book.  

I would like children to continue to read 
each night, their reading records will be 
checked regularly. We are also reading as a 
class as well as children taking part in a 
range of guided reading activities weekly.  

English 

We are focussing on suspense and mystery. We 
will be reading ‘The London Eye Mystery book’ 
as a class and discussing other mystery texts. 
The children will be writing their own short 
mystery and suspense story. We will also be 
compiling an information booklet; a London 
travel guide as our non-fiction focus.  

Children will have weekly grammar sessions as a 
class and sessions where different groups will be 
taken out each Wednesday for half an hour. This 
session is aimed to support and enhance the 
children’s learning.  

Science 

We are studying the topic of living things 
and their habitats, we will be learning about 

animals and plants; their life cycles and 
habitats.   PE 

PE lessons will take place on Tuesdays and 
Fridays. This half term we will be doing 
various ball games.  

Geography/History 

This half term we are studying Ancient Greece. We 
will be exploring life in Ancient Greece, different 
types of Gods, foods and myths and legends.  

Computing 

We will be talking about online safety as 
well as exploring and learning how to code 
by looking at different types of coding using 
the programme ‘Espresso’.  

RE 

We will be studying Sikhism, including: the 5Ks, 
festivals, holy book, symbols and meanings.  

PSHE 

In PSHE the children will we be looking at 
‘Dreams and goals’ and how to stay healthy. Art/Food technology 

This half term the children will be making a 
range of different foods. In art we will be 

making Greek terracotta pots. 

 

French 

In French the children will be learning about 
how to greet each other, introducing themselves, 
numbers 1-100, age, schoolbag and pencil case 
contents, months of the year, birthdays and 
colours. 

Homework 

Homework is set on a weekly basis using the 
homework text books; English is set on a 

Tuesday and is due in on a Friday and maths is 
set on a Friday due in on a Tuesday.   


